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In order to measure the quark transverse spin distribution of the nucleon one has to
combine it with another chiral-odd object. This can for example be the Collins frag-
mentation function or the Interference fragmentation function. At the KEKB e+e−

collider the Belle experiment has published the first measurement of the Collins frag-
mentation function with a data sample of 29 fb−1. In an updated analysis a data
sample of 547 fb−1 has been analyzed reducing the statistical errors significantly.

Introduction

At leading twist 3 quark distribution functions (DF) in the nucleon are present; the exper-
imentally well known unpolarized quark DF, the experimentally less known quark helicity
DF and the so far undetermined transversity DF. The latter cannot be measured in inclu-
sive DIS due to its chiral-odd nature, since all possible interactions are chiral-even for nearly
massless quarks. Therefore one needs an additional chiral-odd function in the cross section
to access transversity. This can be achieved either by an anti quark transversity DF in dou-
ble transversely polarized Drell-Yan processes or, alternatively, one can have a chiral-odd
fragmentation function in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) or hadroproduc-
tion. The most prominent chiral-odd fragmentation function is the Collinsfunction [2], which
measures the azimuthal distribution of an unpolarized hadron around the axis of the trans-
versely polarized quark’s momentum. A second chiral-odd fragmentation function is the
Interference fragmentation function [3], where one meeasures the azimuthal distribution of
a hadron pair around the quark axis. In SIDIS nonzero Collins asymmetries have been mea-
sured [4], but in order to extract transversity one has to obtain the fragmentation function
separately. This can be acchieved in a e+e− collider.

1 The Belle experiment

The Belle [5] experiment at the asymmetric e+e− collider KEKB at Tsukuba, Japan, is
mainly dedicated to the study of CP violation in B meson decays. Its center of mass energy
is tuned to the Υ(4S) resonance at

√
s = 10.58 GeV. Part of the data was also recorded 60

MeV below the resonance. Originally only these off-resonance events were studied in order
to measure spin dependent fragmentation functions (FF). Since one selects only two-jet-like
events requiring a thrust value larger than 0.8 only less than 2% of the B events remain in
the on-resonance data sample. Therefore, it is possible to include also that data sample in
the analsys. In total an integrated luminosity of 547 fb−1 has been analyzed. The aerogel
Čerenkov counter, time-of-flight detector and the central drift chamber enable a good particle
identification and tracking, which is crucial for these measurements. Using the information
from the silicon vertex detector, one selects tracks originating from the interaction region and
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Figure 1: Description of the azimuthal angles φ0, φ1 and φ2 relative to the scattering plane
defined by the lepton axis and either the thrust axis n̂ or the momentum of the 2nd hadron
Ph2.

thus reducing the contribution of hadrons from heavy meson decays. To reduce the amount
of hard gluon radiative events, a thrust value larger of 0.8 and a virtual photon momentum
in the two-hadron center-of-mass system below 3.5 GeV is required. In such a 2-jet topology
the thrust axis can be used as an approximation of the original quark direction. We also

require that the fractional energy z
CMS

= 2Eh/Q > 0.2 in order to significantly reduce the
contribution of pions arising from the vector meson decays or of those assigned to a wrong
hemisphere.

Collins FF

The Collins effect occurs in the fragmentation of a transversely polarized quark with po-
larization Sq and 3-momentum k into an unpolarized hadron of transverse momentum Ph⊥
with respect to the original quark direction. According to the Trento convention [6] the
number density for finding an unpolarized hadron h produced from a transversely polarized
quark q is defined as:

Dhq↑(z, Ph⊥) = Dq
1(z, P 2

h⊥) +H⊥q1 (z, P 2
h⊥)

(k̂×Ph⊥) · Sq
zMh

, (1)

where the first term describes the unpolarized FF Dq
1(z, Ph⊥), with z

CMS
= 2Eh

Q being the

fractional energy the hadron carries relative to half of the center of mass system (CMS)

energy Q. The second term, containing the Collins function Hq⊥
1 (z, P 2

h⊥), depends on the
spin of the quark and thus leads to an asymmetry as it changes sign under flipping the
quark spin. The vector product can accordingly be described by a sin(φ) modulation,
where φ is the azimuthal angle spanned by the transverse momentum and the plane de-
fined by the quark spin and its momentum. In e+e− hadron production the Collins ef-
fect can be observed by a combined measurement of a quark and an anti quark frag-
mentation. Combining two hadrons from different hemispheres in jetlike events, with az-
imuthal angles φ1 and φ2 as defined in Fig. 1, would result in a cos(φ1 + φ2) modulation.
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Figure 2: Light quark (uds) A0 asymmetries
as a function of z2 for the 4 z1 bins. The UL
data is described by the triangles, its system-
atic error being the top error band while the
UC data is described by the squares and its
systematics by the lower error band.

In the CMS these azimuthal angles are de-
fined between the transverse component of
the hadron momenta with regard to the
thrust axis n̂ and the plane spanned by the
lepton momenta and n̂. The comparison
of the thrust axis calculations using recon-
structed and generated tracks in the MC
sample shows an average angular separation
between the two of 75 mrad with a a root
mean square of 74 mrad. Due to that small
biases in one of the reconstruction methods
used could arise and were studied as dis-
cussed later. Following reference [7] one ei-
ther computes the azimuthal angles of each
pion relative to the thrust axis which results
in a cos(φ1 + φ2) modulation or one cal-
culates the azimuthal angle relative to the
axis defined by the 2nd pion which results
in a cos(2φ0) modulation. While the first
method directly accesses moments of the
Collins functions, the second method con-
tains a convolution integral of the Collins
FF over possible transverse momenta of the
hadrons.

1.1 Measured asymmetries

We measure the azimuthal asymmetries N(2φ)/〈N0〉, where N(2φ) denotes the number of
hadron pairs in bins of either 2φ0 or φ1 +φ2 and 〈N0〉 is the average number of hadron pairs
in that particular bin. The main backgrounds, producing similar azimuthal asymmetries
as the Collins effect, are the radiation of soft gluons and acceptance effects. The gluonic
contribution is proportional to the unpolarized FF and is independent of the charge of the
hadrons. Consequently taking the ratio of the normalized distributions for unlike-sign over
like-sign pairs the gluonic distributions cancel in the leading order:

RUα
RLα

:=

N(2φ)
〈N0〉 |Unlikesign
N(2φ)
〈N0〉 |Likesign

≈ 1 +
sin2 θ

1 + cos2θ

(
F

(
H⊥,fav1

Dfav
1

,
H⊥,dis1

Ddis
1

)
+Of(QT , αS)2

)
cos(2φ) , (2)

where θ is either the angle between the colliding leptons and the produced hadron or the
thrust axis for methods α = 0, 12, respectively. Favored and disfavored FF (fav,dis) describe
the fragmentation of a light quark into a pion of same or opposite charge sign. Obviously also
acceptance effects cancel in the double ratios. The latter are fit by the sum of a constant
term and a cosine modulation, Bα + Aα cos(2φ) . The double ratios of unlike sign over
like sign pairs showed the existence of the Collins effect and gave a hint about the overall
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magnitude [8]. As suggested in [9], measuring also double ratios containing any combination
of charged pion pairs reveals additional information on the ratio of the favored and disfavored
Collins functions. The A0 results with the updated statistics are shown as function of the
fractional energies z1 and z2 in Fig.2. The A12 results are similar and all are consistent
with the previously published data. The data has been corrected for the contribution of
charmed hadron decays. A nonzero asymmetry is visible for both double ratios, and the
U/C are about 40% of the U/L results. The data shows a rising behavior with rising
fractional energy z for both results. Several systematic cross-checks of the analysis method
were performed and the differences in the results are quoted as systematic uncertainties:
Instead of double ratios we used the subtraction method for the unlike from the like sign or
charged pion asymmetries; the constant fit to the double ratios obtained in MC (without a
Collins contribution) together with its statistical error and a similar fit to double ratios of
positively charged over negatively charged pion pair data were assigned as systematic error.
The differences to the results when fitting the double ratios also with higher order azimuthal
modulations were added to the systematic errors. All contributions to the systematic errors
were added in quadrature. The presented measurement represents a substantial update
of the data sample used to obtain the first evidence of the Collins effect and will help to
disentangle the favored to disfavored Collins function ratio.
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